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1, (a) Define the gicatrcst uommon divisoi, gcd(a, b), of two intege$ a and b,

not both zero.

Use the Euclidean algorithm to find the greatest common divisor d of
198,288 and 512. Hence fincl the integers x,y arLd z which satisfy the
equation d: Iq8,, + 288U + 81,22.

Prove that for any nonzero irtegcrs o, and D, lcm(o, b) x gcd(d,6) = 06.

Deflne the greatest intcger fc] of a real number r and show that

l"l.+ 1: I' + 11.

(a) Prove that if a, 6 and c are three nonnegative integerc, where o and c are
relatively prime and if c I ob then c | 6.

(b) Show that the linear Diophantine equa,tiol ar + bA = c ha6 solutions if
and only if gcd(o,6) divides c.

Further, let 
"o, 

rro be any particular solution of this equation. Show that
all othcr solurions are given by r b

i, where d= gcd(o, b). 
=:co + al' v = uo- 1l for each intcger

(c) A certain numbcr of sixes anrl nines are adcled to give a sum of 126; if
the number ofsixes and nines are interchanged, the new sum is 114. How
many of each were there originally?

(b)

k)

(d)
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De6ne Euler's / - function for any nontregative iDtcger n.

(a) State Euler's theorem and use ir to prove no = n(mod, p) for any integer
n and aty prime p.

(b) If gcd(o, m) = gcd(a-t,rrr) = i then prove that
I + a + a2 +... + oe(-)-r = O(mod zn).

(c) If p is a prime number such t'- ;;;;;ff#il# 
l]-:i,i'''"'ff 

4)'fhen usins w'son's

(d) Prove that the linear congruence oc = b(mod rn) has solutions if and
only if d | 6, where d = gcd(a, nz).

. Ftrther, show that if d | 6 it has d mutually incongruent solutions modulo
m.

(e) Find a complete set ofmutually incongruent solutions of3o = 6(mod 1b).

(a) If o = 6(mod rnr) and o = b(mod rn2) then show that @ = b(mod rn1rn2),
where gcd(rn1, rn2) = 1.

(b) Define a pseud,oprime and show that there are ingnitely many pseudo-
pdmes to the base 2.

( You may use the result that if d and n arc natural numbers and d I zl
then (2d - 1) I (2" - i) )
Define Carmichael numbers and show.that 6601 is a, Carmichael number.

lf c belongs to the exponent i modulo m and if o" = l(mod rn) then
show that /r I r.

4.

(")

(d)

(e) If a belongs to the exponent h modulo m and if gcd(/c, h) = d then show
that at belongs to the exponent 3 modulo rn..

d,


